It is no honor to any one to be a member of a society which contributes nothing to the advancement of science, or to the promotion of some general good; and this can only be done as the operations of the association are properly directed, and its rules and regulations carried into full force and effect by the active co-operation of its members.
As the honor of our common profession will be concerned in your doings, let it not be considered presumption on the part of your speaker, to say, that in assuming the position you now occupy, it will be your duty to discountenance quackery in every shape in which the protean monster may present his worthless claims to public consideration. But while you do this, be ever ready to extend a helping and encouraging hand to aspiring merit. Even though the subject of it may not have reached the summit of professional excellence, still if he is urging himself on in the road which leads to it, aid him by advice or otherwise, as the circumstances of the case may require, and as you have ability, in his onward and upward course. You may thus make a lasting friend, and add a bright ornament to the profession. The ardent energies of many a worthy industrious young man, have been crushed and paralyzed in the bud, before they had time to blossom or bring forth fruit, for want of a little timely aid, and friendly advice.
Hitherto I have done little more than suggest the mode in which associations may be made conducive to the increase of individual knowledge and improvement in personal skill, and to the augmentation of that common stock of experience and thought which constitutes the science of our profession. Viewed only in this respect, we cannot doubt the probability of great advantage through this organization to yourselves severally, to dental surgery, and to the community whose ministers we are. Now, what is all this but the awakening of the old family feeling, which so long dormant, yet lives and responds to the sympathetic affinities, when once more brought into the sphere where it was destined to be the mainspring of human action.
I need not remind you, gentlemen, that the whole scheme of our beautiful Christianity is based upon the fundamental idea of the human race, and that its avowed purpose is to reunite us, a holy family, whose bond shall be the common paternity of God, whose law shall be the spontaneous decisions of love, and whose life, pure benevolence. Now, gentlemen, your coming together will do you good. It will thaw your hearts. It will interrupt the ordinary selfish routine of thought. It will correct wrong and uncharitable opinions of one another. It will provide you with friendship, and oil the dry and dusty wheels of life. While it corrects the Case of Dr. B., the Dentist.
[Jan't, hasty and unjust opinions of one towards his neighbor; it will equally correct the opinions of his neighbor towards him; so that while you are dismissing enmities you will be disarming enemies.
In the social advantages, then, of the organization now effected, I contemplate not the least important and interesting of its future benefits, and from my heart I rejoice in every event which promises to make operative, in any degree, the heavendescended precept, "love one another."
That this association may accomplish the purposes of its projectors ; that it may procure and preserve the now scattered facts of individual experience ; that it may inspire hope of excellence and inspirit effort to attain it; that it may elevate our profession, by making tributary to it wealth of science and dignity of character; above all, that it may exert a benign influence upon the heart, and through the amenity of intercourse draw you closer to each other and to mankind, these are the sincere wishes and not unreasonable hopes of your unworthy speaker.
